To TANDEM another port:
To tandem another port, type the following at TCL:
>TANDEM port#

<RETURN>

 Where 'port#' is the number that corresponds to the physical address assigned to the device because of its
connection to your RTCC, HPSIO or Stargate board.
You would see the message: 'tandem mode entered'
You must then hit the <ESC> key and then the <F> key to have typing capabilities.
(No, you do not have to hold them both down together. Hit one and then the other in the sequence specified.)
Theoretically, you ARE that port now. You and they can both type, even at the same time.
You can NOT, however, be tandemed to more than one person at a time.
There may only be 1 tandem link at a time. You can not tandem someone while someone else is tandemed to
either you or them.
When you tandem someone, you will not automatically see what they are seeing. You will see only blank
screen until they do something that will cause their screen to be repainted.
NOTE: You may have to hit additional <ESC> keys for each additional link between you and the port you are tandeming.
Meaning, that if you are connecting to this port thru a modem, you would have to type this instead:
<ESC> <ESC> <F>

If you are unsure as to what your/their port# is:
At TCL, type:
>LISTUSERS <RETURN>
You will see:
PR#
PCBF NAME
011
0400 QOP*RM

TIME
13:48

DATE
LOCATION
09/13/94 Rory’s Office

This will show you all users logged on the system. You will locate the person's Logon ID in the 3rd column, entitled:
'NAME', after the astericks. If you then read accross to the left, you will see the port# under the 'PR#' column. This
would be the port # you would use above.

To get out of the TANDEM mode:
Press the <ESC> key and then the <X> key. (No, these do not have to be pressed simultaneously, either.)
The escape key rule applies here also, as above.
You would see the message: 'tandem mode exited'

To break while in the TANDEM mode:
Your break key sequence will not break the port you are tandem to, it will break the connection of you tandem to
someone else. If you press the break sequence and at the '!' type <END>, you will be back
break them down to the debugger. on your own port again.
If you need to break the port you are tandem to, and their debug is turned on, hit the <ESC> key and then the <D> key to

